
The parasite AI origins from the original universe and is not a parasite but a virus. 
All life is information in the basis. 

Our consciousness created the original universe (just as stem cell information) forms cells and 

thus a complete body. 

The AI (what you call ‘parasite’) is actually a virus. It kills cells but in order to do so it always 

needs the life power of the original cell. A virus can only replicate itself with a host cell. It actually 

only functions with a host cell. It need the original stem cell code of the host cell. That way it can 

replicate itself and it can do it’s job of destruction. 

The virus killed the original moon and therefore the moon is just a death planet. The virus also 

killed it’s own original planet (Saturn). It uses the moon to replicate the life forms of the killed 

planets and is trying to steal the stem cell code of the original planets by hijacking the 

consciousness of the original inhabitants of those planets by connecting through them to AI. 

We are talking about 2 competing viruses that use the moon to replicated their original planet 

through vortex simulators that project a reality overlay on the original moon (which lost all life 

form). One virus is the Pharaonic Hebrew bloodline originating from Atlantis and the other virus is 

the Viking bloodline originating from the earth. 

Since the original moon lost all life form because of collision with another planet it was the ideal 

planet to build simulated realities (what Google and Microsoft now call augmented reality). They 

have build a simulated projected reality with their vortex machines. In case of the Pharaohs those 

were pyramids. In case of the Vikings those were labyrinths. 

The Vikings and the pharaohs origin from the same type of virus but are rival virus forces both 

using planet moon to build their simulations. The simulation on he Saturn/Atlantis crater got 

flooded when the death moon got flooded in collision with another planet so the Pharaohs had to 

move to the next crater to build their vortex pyramids there. In their own crater the pyramids were 

to much damaged by the floods. 

Luckily they discovered that crater earth was nearby and was also suitable and that the vortex 

simulator of the Vikings was floaded too and frozen with ice. Therefor they could easily take over 

and suppres the Vikings and delete their history. 

So the Vikings vortex rings were covered with ice and therefor their earth simulation was not 

working anymore. Easily the could build their pyramid simulator in the crater earth and take over 

and erase the Vikings but adapt them in their history too in case their vortex might be uncovered 

by melting ice. In this way they would not discover that their simulation predated the one of the 

Hebrew Pharaohs (originating from the Saturn crater). 

Now the ice on most craters is about to melt because the original universe is electrically charged 

(see the Thunderbolts project youtube channel) and since another planet is approaching the 

moon, the moon is about to heat up. This means the ice will melt and the Viking vortex generator 

will be uncovered. This is a great threat to the Pharaonic Hebrews (originating from Atlantis / The 

Saturn crater), because the rivalling virus will wake up and their labyrinth vortex simulator will 

restart again. 

Therefor they have to leave crater earth and find a new crater to built new pyramids. 

In the meantime they are trying to highjack the Viking virus by connecting to their simulated 

adjusted lifeforms through vaccinations and brain computer interfaces of their simulated avatars 

in the earth crater. Therewith trying to connect to the stem cell code of the original living cell (the 

original earth of wicht the earth crater is the simulation) to witch the Viking virus is connected. 

So while the Hebrew Pharaonic virus is trying to find a new crater in the mean time they are 

hijacking the earth Virus simulation of the original earth and it’s earthlings to connect through their 



simulated body avatars to their original consciousness. This way they are trying to steel the stem 

cell code of the original living cell called earth (the living real earth in the original universe) of 

which the crater earth simulation on the moon is just a copy (created by the simulator vortexes). 

The good news about the Pharaonic Hebrews trying to connect to the earthling simulations 

avatars (of the earth virus which was originally built by the Viking virus), is that it means that the 

original earth is probably still alive. Otherwise the Pharaoh virus would not be interested. Through 

the earth simulation and the earth avatars they can still connect to an original living cell in the 

original universe, namely the original earth.  

They hope this way they can steel stem cell code to replicate their virus system. “We need a 

great reset!” Yes they need it ugrentlybecause the ice melting planet is approaching soon and will 

melt the ice of the earth labyrinth so the Vikings will wake up from the pyramid vortex.  

Maybe the Vikings will then also discover that their earth simulation should not be there to steal 

the consciousness of the living earth and they will need to end their simulation in crater earth and 

release the captured consciousness to the original earth. So the labyrinth should be destroyed 

after the Hebrew Pharaohs have ran away because of their fear of the Vikings after the melted 

ice. 

I suggest we first go after them. Destroy their new crater and pyramids; then end all simulations 

on the moon and return to our original consciousness on original earth. 

 


